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Agenda
 Try to hold questions until the end, if possible.
 Who am I?
 My Start in Genealogy
 Our Database – With What We Work
 Our Outline Format
 Sample - ZIEKY Research
 Sources, Death Notices, Census Research
 GEDCOM and Family Tree Charts
 Miscellaneous Topics
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Who Am I?
 I started with computers in high school – 1966.
 I have a Bachelor Science in Math from UIUC.
 I have a MS in Computer Science from UIUC.
 I worked at Argonne National Laboratory from 

1977-2011.  I did operating systems 
maintenance on IBM mainframes for 25+ years 
and then Unix system administration, DNS, and 
e-mail support.

 I sent an e-mail via FTP in 1974; my first real e-
mail was in 1982.
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When/How I Got Started in 
Genealogy

 In the mid-1960's my parents told me what they 
knew.

 I drew the charts on large computer paper using 
my drafting set.

 When I learned of a change or addition, I re-
drew the page (so it would remain symmetrical).

 I stopped when a relative had two children via 
different fathers – without a marriage.  I had no 
idea how to denote this.
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The Next Steps

 In 1991 one of my brothers decided to put our 
tree into a computer database.

 He had used Unix since his graduate school 
days at Stanford (PhD in Computer Science).

 He chose a database that a colleague had 
developed – Qddb (Quick-and-Dirty Database).

 He designed the database schema and entered 
information from my charts.

 He also started working on his wife's tree.
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Our Database

 Our database has evolved over the years.
 We now accept photos for each person.
 We have over 5,470 persons in the database.
 My brother makes changes/additions to the 

software when necessary.  He added same-sex 
marriages/partnerships in December, 2013.

 He has two password-protected web pages:
 One to generate a tree (et alia)

 One to query the database.
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“Generate a Tree” - 1
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“Generate a Tree” - 2
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“Generate a Tree” - 3
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“Generate a Tree” - 4
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“Generate a Tree” - 5
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Query the Database -1
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Query the Database - 2
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Query the Database - 3
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Our Outline Format -1
 The top of the tree is #1.
 “+” denotes a marriage.
 The first child of  #1 (and spouse) is #11.
 The second child of  #1 (and spouse) is #12.
 The first child of  #12 (and spouse) is #121.
 If more than 9 children, we use A, B, C, … .
 Each level is indented by two spaces.
 A second tree generated begins with #2.
 An “entire” tree (all our branches) has #1 … #P.
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Our Outline Format - 2
Here is a sample listing to help you understand the format:

#1 Person 1                                         P1===P2
+ Person 2                                  ________|_______
.  #11 Person 3                           |                             |
.  + Person 4                       1      |    2                       |
.    #111 Person 5       P4=====P3=======P7      P9
.    #112 Person 6               |                 |
.  + Person 7                   __|___           |
.    #113 Person 8          |          |           |
.  #12 Person 9             P5      P6        P8
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Our Outline Format - 3
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Our Outline Format - 4
 When I am building a tree, I do not have to enter 

into family tree software immediately.
 I can have multiple branches in one file (#1, 

#2, ...).
 I can easily send the text file to anyone.
 I do not have to decide immediately which data 

to treat as correct.
 I can easily change information, such as birth 

order, by moving blocks of lines.
 One needs a fixed-width font to view the file.
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Our Outline Format - 5

 The first tree in the output is always “#1”.
 The “identifier” for a person depends upon 

which person(s) are specified as the top(s) of 
the tree.

 In Zalman Usiskin's tree, he keeps the 
“identifiers” constant, even if the birth order 
changes.  His large family knows exactly what 
“identifier” is where in the tree.

 Like minds think alike – Zalman was my 
brother's Masters thesis advisor at the U. of 
Chicago.
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Our Outline Format – 6
I do not like FTM's outline format:

     1 head

      + spouse

        2 son

        + spouse

            3 daughter

        2 son

        2 daughter

        + spouse

             3 son
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Our Outline Format - 7
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My Outline Genealogy Files - 1
 For a new sub-branch I generate a text file 

containing the outline format.
 I use a text editor (such as Kedit or Vim), not a 

word processor (MS Office or OpenOffice).
 Text editors operate on lines; word processors 

operate on paragraphs.
 I am creating lines of text, not paragraphs.
 If a line is long, I may manually split it into two; 

long lines in an e-mail body WILL be wrapped.  I 
can send long lines via an e-mail attachment.

 I have scripts to check the outline consistency.
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My Outline Genealogy Files - 2
 I do not do data entry; my brother does it.
 I am not sure that Qddb allows multiple persons 

to do data entry simultaneously.
 My brother has Unix programs to aid in data 

entry – both GUI and command-line.
 My brother has standards to which he adheres.
 I do not have to make decisions as to which 

data are correct.
 If I disagree with my brother, then I tell him.  I 

check his work.
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My ZIEKY Research -1
 Started May, 2013
 In my brother's wife's tree, a Charles ZIEKY 

married into the SCHRIFFKE/GOLDSTEIN 
family.

 Family lore says that Harry ZIEKY also married 
into the family.

 The ZIEKY family was in CT around 1910 (and 
there still are ZIEKYs there).

 Who were the descendants of Charles + Rose?
 How was Harry related to Charles?
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My ZIEKY Research - 2
 I found ZIEKY trees on ancestry.com, geni.com, 

and familysearch.org .
 I transcribed each tree (#1, #2, #3, ...) into a file 

zieky.lis .  I use “private male” or “private 
female” for hidden persons.  I use “AAAA” etc. 
for unknown surnames when there are kids.

 I use DOS 8.3 names, but I use my own .3 
extensions; .lis is an outline listing file.

 Then I looked at each tree and combined them 
into combziek.lis; the result was two separate 
trees that I could not merge into one tree.
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My ZIEKY Research - 3
 Then I found on familysearch.org a 600-page 

PDF about the HIMMELSTEIN/ZIEKY families.
 One HIMMELSTEIN changed his surname to 

ZIEKY to avoid tzarist military service.
 The PDF has 100 pages of text about the 

various HIMMELSTEIN families, then many 
pages of tree charts, then many pages of 
indices.

 My combziek.lis file had lines such as:
#C125 Stanley CLYMER  b~1932 lived in East Hartford
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My ZIEKY Research - 4

 Note that “#C” refers to “Combined”, to 
distinguish it from the other ZIEKY trees.

 I converted combziek.lis into combziek.src, with 
one datum per line.

#C11 Esther ZIEKY [LH-136] [SR] [RRS] [DN-EC] [DN-GC] [DN-LCC]
         Esther ZAIKA [FAG]
         Esther D. [USC30d]
         [Ester bat Herschel] [LH-136]
         [Esther Dina bat Zvi] [FAG]
         LH (incorrectly) has Esther as the second child. [LH]
         Age 64 at death ==> b1900 [JOWBR]
         Age 29 in 1930 ==> b1900/1 [USC30d]
         Age 40 in 1940 ==> 1899/1900 [USC40c]
         b Russia [USC30d] [USC40c]
         d26-Aug-1964 [JOWBR]
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My ZIEKY Research - 5
 .src is a .lis file with source annotations.
 Note that each line has a “[source]” designation, 

and each source is documented in the file.
 I usually do not decide which datum is correct, if 

there are conflicts.  My brother does this when 
he enters the data.

 There are a few lines where I could not 
remember the source - denoted “[???]”.

 I took the trees from the PDF file as my basis.
 I added info from the zieky.lis trees.
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My ZIEKY Research - 6
 I then used my normal sources to find new 

information.  (More on sources later.)
 I sent my 4,600-line combziek.src file to the 

PDF author, who is doing further research and 
updating his PDF file based on our combined 
research.  He had errors in his document, and I 
had errors in mine.

 Who were the descendants of Charles + Rose?  
We now know.

 How was Harry related to Charles? - brothers.  
There was a third, younger, brother Max.
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My ZIEKY Research - 7
 I still have no proof that Harry married into the 

family; he had two other marriages.  I have no 
evidence to the contrary.

 Maybe death notices from The Hartford Courant 
will have the information.

 All ZIEKY persons in Connecticut (and most, if 
not all, in the U.S.) are related, as that surname 
was fabricated.

 ZIEKY is a common? surname in Indonesia.
 Take ancestry trees cum grano salis.
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My ZIEKY Research - 8
 Is the tree sourced?  If so look at the sources, 

and maybe use them.
 Are wives listed with their married names?
 Did the author copy the tree from someone 

else?
 I have contacted via ancestry the author of each 

tree; many authors have not responded.
 I sent the combziek.src file to my brother in 

January, 2014; I am still finding new information 
in December, 2014. In January, 2015 he is still 
entering data.
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ZIEKY Research Problems - 1

 There are two trees, and I cannot combine 
them.  The PDF file has a “bad” off-page 
connector, and the author has his original 
research files stored in a warehouse.

 I found:
 Two Paul L. ZIEKY persons, b1918 and 1919 – first 

cousins.  One is still alive (December, 2013).

 Two Lillian ZIEKY persons – second cousins

 Two Harry ZIEKY persons – uncle and nephew

 Two Samuel ZIEKY persons – one in each tree
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ZIEKY Research Problems - 2

 There are also two wives named Marjorie who 
married into the family.

 I used the Hartford City Directory 1904-1983; I 
transcribed all ZIEKY listings – zieky.hcd .  The 
HCD lists occupations and names of wives.  
This allowed me to separate the same-named 
persons.

 I am also using the HCD to find GOLDSTEIN, 
WEINBAUM, and MERKIN families – all 
intermarried.
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Some of My Sources
 Ancestry.com ($189/year for US [not world])
 Geni.com (free access)
 Familysearch.org
 Mundia.com (beta part of ancestry)
 Google.com (wherever it leads me)
 411.com (Maybe I should use zabasearch or 

the Steve Morse front-end to zaba.  411 has 
“associated” listings.)  411 has a new “look”.

 Facebook and Linked-in
 JewishGen
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Obituaries & Death Notices
 When I see an obituary or death notice (DN), I 

transcribe it and enter it into my obituary.dat file. 
(.dat is a text data file.)

 I document the source (newspaper name and 
date).

 I see no need to keep an image of the original.
 Each has a designation of “[Pnnnn]” to denote 

the person number in our database.  “[Pxxxx]” 
denotes a person not in the database; the obit 
or DN mentions someone in our database.

 I have 310+ entries in my file, sorted by date.
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Census Research -1
 When I see a census record, I transcribe it into 

a text file.
 I have 13 template (form) files for various 

census years (census__.frm).
 I have a master index file, ed.ndx .
 I have 520+ census record transcriptions, 

named edSTnnnn.yy, where
 ST is the state.

 Nnnn is the Enumeration District number.

 Yy is the year (e.g., 10 for 1910).
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Census Research - 2
                                     A Piece of the ed.ndx File

edil0792.10   Jacob Solovy, Sarah, David, Moritz, Charles

edil0840.10   Solomon Israelson, Rose, Henrietta, Anna

edil0936.10   Morris Stern, Becky, Julius, Gertie, Beni

edil1065.10   Alexander Cassriel, Thresa, Jay, Henry, Leon

edil1246.10   Hiram Pohn, Clara, Ruth, Raymond

edil1253.10   Jacob Gray, Fannie, Gertrude, Sophie, Joseph

edil1494.10   Max Iseberg, Sara, Dora, Samuel, Meyer, Eva, Harry, Isaac

edil1542.10   Abram Hershberg, Rosie, Rosie  [NR?]

              -- Isadore Hershberg, Eva, William

              -- Sam Gross, Mary, Norman, Seymour, Isadore

              JASPER COUNTY

edil0110.20   Maxine Wagner and family

              PEORIA COUNTY

edil0094.20   Louis Sacks & family, Albert Schiff
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Census Research - 3

 If I cannot read a census image on ancestry, I 
go to NARA or Chicago Public Library.

 I used to print the census page image from 
ancestry and the transcription page, but I no 
longer do that.  I have three binders of pages.

 Sending a text file with the census transcription 
(~5kb) is easier than sending a graphical image.

 I can easily search the transcription files to find 
information.
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Census Research - 4
27Nov05 0845PM
State: CT     Series: T626   Reel: 259    Enumeration District: 1-200

County: Fairfield        Ward: 3                     Sheet Number: 1A

Date: April 02, 1930

1. Street: Washington Avenue     City: Stamford

ABODE:       |          |          |          |          |          |          |
 2 House #   |10________|__________|__________|__________|__________|__________|
 3 Seq. #    |1_________|__________|__________|__________|__________|__________|
 4 Family #  |6_________|__________|__________|__________|__________|__________|
NAME/RELATE: |          |          |          |          |          |          |
 5 Name:last |Barrington,__________|__________|__________|__________|__________|
       first |Jed_______|Florence__|Leo_______|__________|__________|__________|
RELATION:    |          |          |          |          |          |          |
 6 Relation  |H_________|W_________|S_________|__________|__________|__________|
TENURE:      |          |          |          |          |          |          |
 7 Own/Rent  |R_________|__________|__________|__________|__________|__________|
 8 Value/Rent|$40_______|__________|__________|__________|__________|__________|
 9 Radio?    |__________|__________|__________|__________|__________|__________|
10 Farm?     |No________|v_________|v_________|__________|__________|__________|
PERSONAL DESC|          |          |          |          |          |          |
11 Sex       |M_________|F_________|M_________|__________|__________|__________|
12 Race/Color|W_________|W_________|W_________|__________|__________|__________|
13 Age       |27________|30________|2 8/12____|__________|__________|__________|
14 Married?  |M_________|M_________|S_________|__________|__________|__________|
15 Age @ M1? |21________|29________|__________|__________|__________|__________|
EDUCATION:   |          |          |          |          |          |          
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Census Research - 5

 For each branch of the tree I generate an 
outline via my brother’s web page.

 Then I add a prefix to each line so that I can 
keep track of the census years – 1900, 10, 20, 
30, 40.

 I sometimes keep track of the immigration (ship 
manifest) and naturalization data – have I 
located it?

 As Jeanne Bloom says, you can also use 
spreadsheets to keep track of these data.
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Census Research - 6
GREENFIELD Research in US Census
24Dec13 0252PM  Barry Finkel
d:\famtree\entire\greenfie.usc

XX = would not appear in the census
__ = Not found in the census (or not yet attempted)
x0 = Found in the census
.0  = Not found in census after multiple attempts
f_  = Found, but not yet transcribed
m_ = Too many similar names found

00 10 20 30 40
-- -- – – – -- -- -- --
XX 10 20 XX XX #1 Moses Leon [Moshe Leyb] (PONEMON, PONEMONSKY) GREENFIE
XX 10 20 30 XX + (1879/80) [M16] Rachel (Ruth) Hene (Anna) ELGIN [P287]

XX XX XX XX XX    #11 three children GREENFIELD [P3450] d-young

XX 10 x0 30 40    #12 Herschel (Harry) GREENFIELD [P288] b15-Jul-1884 d27
XX __  x0 30 40    + (divorced) [M117] Sylvia [Tsivia] LUBITCH [P296] b-about
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Census Research - 7

 When I see an error in an ancestry.com index, I  
submit a correction.

 When I see a correction that someone else has  
submitted, I look at who submitted the        
correction, and I contact that person.
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GEDCOM - 1
 GEDCOM is an LDS standard for transmitting 

genealogical data.
 GEDCOM 5.5 is the last LDS standard.
 It can be used to copy trees between different 

family tree software.
 It allows media files, but I am not sure what 

software exports or imports media files.
 Different software implements different subsets 

of the standard.
 Ancestry.com generates some non-standard 

GEDCOM.
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GEDCOM - 2

 No program implements/accepts all of the 5.5 
standard.

 Our database has non-standard dates, such as 
“Pesach 1913”.

 That date string has more meaning than 
calculating the dates when Passover occurred 
in 1913 and using those dates.

 Does “Pesach 1913” refer to the actual dates of 
the holiday or to the days preceding, when the 
house is being cleaned?
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GEDCOM - 3

 My brother's software produces “1 DATE 
(Pesach 1913)”, but no software accepts it.

 Family tree software generates GEDCOM that 
can be loaded into other software.  But parts of 
the tree may not appear in the GEDCOM; 
mainly media.  An “import error” report should 
be produced.

 The owner of a tree on ancestry can generate 
GEDCOM from his/her tree and export it to a file 
to send to someone.  Only the owner.
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GEDCOM - 4

 For some data there is no standard (e. g., how 
to transmit an e-mail address).

 I load GEDCOM from my brother's web page.
 To see what errors are generated upon loading.
 To check the tree for consistency.
 To generate charts.

 I sometimes load GEDCOM from others.
 There is a GEDCOM-L discussion group.
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GEDCOM - 5

 I use Windows 7 Professional 32-bit; I do not 
use Unix nor MacOS X, nor do I know what 
software is available for those platforms.  There 
is a version of FTM for MacOS X.

 Software into which I load GEDCOM:
 Family Tree Maker 2011 (FTM)

 Family Tree Builder (FTB)

 Family Tree Analyzer (FTA)

 Personal Ancestry File (PAF)
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Family Tree Maker

 Now owned by ancestry.com
 Totally re-written around 2007
 Some functionality in previous versions has not 

yet been re-implemented.
 Sometimes does not work well with large trees
 If you use FTM, subscribe to the FTM-Tech 

discussion e-mail list; I get the daily digest.
 Generates “incorrect” charts (more later).
 Earlier versions “corrupted” the GEDCOM input.
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Family Tree Builder - 1
 MyHeritage.com
 From Israel
 Free
 Wants you to upgrade to “premium” for $.
 Wants you to upload your tree; I don't.  One 

needs “premium” to see online trees.  MH aims 
to be another ancestry.com, in my opinion.

 Generates “correct” charts (more later)
 It used to generate “incorrect” charts.
 Has a “tree consistency checker”
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Family Tree Builder - 2
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Family Tree Builder - 3
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Family Tree Builder - 4
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Family Tree Builder - 4
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Family Tree Builder - 6

  Birth after death
  Child older than parent
  Child born after death of parent
  Descendant older than ancestor
  Died too old
  Alive, but too old
  Parent too young
  Parent too old
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Family Tree Builder - 7

  Fact occurring after death
  Fact occurring before birth
  Siblings age
  Descendant-ancestor age
  Large spouse age difference
  Married too young
  Too young to be spouse
  Multiple marriages of same couple
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Family Tree Builder - 8

  Maiden name similar to married name
  Prefix in first name
  Suffix in last name
  Alias in first name
  Alias in last name
  Year with two digits
  Siblings with the same first name
  Inconsistent place name spelling
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Family Tree Builder - 9

  Inconsistent last name spelling
  Double spaces in name
  Siblings with different last names
  (This is not an exhaustive list of errors.)
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Family Tree Analyzer -1

 Free
 Checks GEDCOM for consistency
 Excellent support; I report problems and get 

responses quickly.
 It always checks for updates before it starts.
 http://ftanalyzer.codeplex.com/
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Family Tree Analyzer - 2
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Family Tree Analyzer - 3

  Birth after death/burial
  Birth after father aged 90+
  Birth after mother aged 60+
  Birth after mother's death
  Birth more that 9m after father's death
  Birth before father aged 13
  Birth before mother aged 13
  Burial before death
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Family Tree Analyzer - 4
  Aged more than 110 at death
  Facts dated before birth
  Facts dated after death
  Marriage after death
  Marriage after spouse's death
  Marriage before aged 13
  Marriage before spouse aged 13
  Lost Cousins tag in non Census year
  Lost-Cousins tag in non supported year
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Family Tree Analyzer - 5

  Residence census data warnings
  Census date range too wide/Unknown
  Fact warning/error detected
  Unknown Fact type
  Flagged as living but has death date
  Is this a complete list?
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Personal Ancestry File

 PAF comes from the LDS.
 I used to use it to check my brother's GEDCOM.
 But PAF does not implement all of GEDCOM 

5.5, so I stopped using it to check GEDCOM.
 I do not remember if it generates charts; PAF 

Companion generates charts.
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Charts - 1

A “correct” FTB chart:
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Charts - 2

 There is an FTB option to display the wife's 
maiden name  (Tools – Options – Names).

 The default is “MarriedName (MaidenName)”.
 I think the default is wrong; NEVER put a 

married name into a tree.
 As MyHeritage.com owns Geni, this wrong 

default appears in tree charts on Geni and in the 
index of names there.
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Charts - 3

An “incorrect” FTM chart:
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Charts - 4

Multiple Marriages – FTB - “correct”:
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Charts - 5

Multiple Marriages – FTM - “incorrect”:
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Charts - 6

Multiple Marriages – geni.com:
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Charts - 7

Multiple marriage “chain” from my tree:
                                       |
     ?       1          2       2  |    1       1        2      2      1       ?
KJ ===== WGN ===== SP ===== MK ===== SF ===== ME

SP is in my tree; I knew SP married WGN.

I discovered that SP had a first marriage to MK.

After SP divorced MK, MK married SF.

This was a second marriage for both.

SF had been married to ME, who died.

WGN had a previous marriage to KJ,
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Charts - 8

 Sending a “small” chart can involve a 20 Mb 
attachment to an e-mail message.

 Send GEDCOM to relatives and have them 
generate their own charts.

 FTB is free, but is Windows-only.
 I have not researched charting software for the 

Mac nor Unix platforms.
 One can generate a large chart and print it at 

FedEx/Kinkos et alia; I have not tried this.
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Database Miscellanea

 We changed “Russia” to “Russian Empire” in 
2013.  A Qddb database is all text, so global 
changes are easy.

 We keep in source notes the names of the 
parents of spouses, to aid other researchers.

 If siblings married into the family, we include the 
parents' marriage and all children of that 
marriage.  But no subsequent generations.

 We sometimes insert other branches if there are 
multiple relations between the branches.
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Online Trees - 1

 My brother and I do not put our tree online.
 The primary author of the DREIFUSS branch 

does not want his tree online.
 A relative put a piece of our tree online, and we 

subsequently made a major change to that 
piece.  The relative refuses to change the online 
tree.

 My brother has a public web page that lists all of 
the surnames from our tree.  We have gotten 
contacts from that page.
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Online Trees - 2

 We give the URL and password to people who 
are related.

 I see on ancestry multiple trees from the same 
author.  Without dates I cannot tell which one is 
newer.

 I placed a small piece of my ASHERMAN tree 
on Geni in hopes that someone will be able to 
connect it to the JAFFE and 
KATZENELLENBOGEN rabbinic trees.

 Keep your tree in ONE place for updates.
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Useful Hints

 Use date format dd-Mon-yyyy. I always use two 
digits for “dd”, but my brother removes a leading 
“0”.  Other date formats (mm/dd/yyyy) are 
confusing and sometimes ambiguous. 

 Keep religious affiliation out of family trees.
 Work on one small sub-branch at a time.
 Concentrate on US research before European.
 Be sure to document your sources!!!
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Current Projects - 1
 Work on the SCHRIFFKE/GOLDSTEIN branch 

(since December 2013, after I sent my 
combziek.upd file to my brother) – My 
schriffk.upd file has over 10,000 lines.

 Review each sub-branch, person-by-person, to 
find new information.  There are some branches 
where I have not yet looked at the 1940 census.

 Try to resolve a few “brick walls”.
 Try to determine exactly how the POHN tree fits 

into our tree; I have an 8100-line update file 
from 2012 to send to my brother.
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Current Projects - 2

 My ggf, Rabbi Sholem (ASHERMAN) 
ISRAELSON, wrote in his books that his father 
was descended from Rabbi Mordechai JAFFE 
(1530-1612) and his mother was descended 
from Rabbi Yechezkel KATZENELLENBOGEN 
(1670-1749).  I am trying to see how the 
ASHERMAN genealogy fits into these two trees. 
I do not doubt what he wrote.  And maybe my 
SCHLESINGER tree has rabbinic roots, as 
three SCHLESINGER sisters married rabbis.
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Current Projects - 3

 Rabbi ISRAELSON's brother, Ilyash, was 
naturalized as a UK citizen in 1910 in Glasgow, 
Scotland.  I need to discover what happened to 
Ilyash (Elias) and his sister (whose name I do 
not know).
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Problems

 How to contact persons via Facebook, Geni, 
ancestry, et alia and get a response?

 I assume that person who puts a tree online 
would want others to see the tree and then 
contact him/her.  Maybe he/she does not see 
ancestry mail sent to his/her regular mailbox; I 
have not received some.

 Some people treat genealogical inquiries as 
“phishing”.
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Tell*3
 Who am I?
 My Start in Genealogy
 Our Database – With What We Work
 Our Outline Format
 Sample - ZIEKY Research
 Sources, Death Notices, Census Research
 GEDCOM and Family Tree Charts
 Miscellaneous Topics
 Try to hold questions until the end, if possible.
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Questions?

          
            ?
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